A rational approximation to Weierstrass'JO-function in the equianharmonic case for unit period parallelogram is given. With a third-degree numerator polynomial and a fourth-degree denominator polynomial the maximal error for \z\ < 1/V3 becomes 3 • 10~14. (1) rj=e^l\ / = 0,1,..., the lattice points are defined by (2) w = wmn = mrx + nrs, m, n = 0, 1, 2, ... .
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The approximation of p(z) is then used to calculate a rational approximation to £>'(z) together with an error bound.
Weierstrass'elliptic functions are frequently used in mathematical physics ( [2] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [12] , [13] ). A very interesting new field of application is given in the theory of type-II superconductors [4] and of superfluid helium II [11] . In contrast to other special functions of mathematical physics, however, there are only very few approximations of these functions available. The classical way is to compute them by Laurent series or t?-series. Recently, Emersleben [5] gave approximations of generalized zeta functions and Southard [9] , [10] published economized polynomial representations.
In this paper, a rational approximation to Weierstrass' if -function for the equianharmonic case is presented. This approximation was computed by a method for evaluating lattice sums in solid state physics. In [4] , Weierstrass' zeta function was approximated in exactly the same manner.
In the equianharmonic case, the period lattice of Weierstrass' elliptic functions is given in the following way: With the complex numbers
(1) rj=e^l\ / = 0,1,..., the lattice points are defined by (2) w = wmn = mrx + nrs, m, n = 0, 1, 2, ... .
In the more mathematical literature on Weierstrass' elliptic functions, the r, are premultiplied by a factor 3.059908074 . . . (see [10, 18.13 .15]). In view of the physical applications we prefer to have \rÀ = 1. For any complex z, Weierstrass' $> -function is defined as follows:
This double sum is unconditionally convergent. We prescribe a fixed succession of summation by renumbering the wmn. i.e. we are summing over concentric hexagonal shells. This results in the following simpler conditionally convergent series: (6) P(z) = T + Z
Let
We split this series into three parts (7a) (7.b) (7.c) (7.b ) is a rational function:
P and Ö are polynomials whose coefficients can be calculated conveniently and safely (e.g. PL1-FORMAC rational arithmetic).
First, we examine (7.c). The error p^ can be estimated by means of (14), (19) and (21) Tables for cm, ymx^ and o^ can be found in [4] .
In order to calculate p(z) efficiently by the approximation given here, one takes advantage of the fact that this function is doubly periodic, i.e.
(26) P(z+rj)=tP(z).
Thus, it is sufficient to know $>(z) in the unit circle. Using all symmetries of the ^-function in the equianharmonic case, it suffices to know $>(z) for \z\ < I/a/3 (see [10] , 18.2.22 to 18.2.23 and 18.13.1 to 18.13.8]). It depends, however, on the computer used, whether this latter reduction will be economical.
Having bounded the argument in this manner, one is able to reduce the polynomials P and Q, as defined in ( we thus have an error of (33) e(z) = p$m + 6z4 • ô(z).
To find an approximation to tp(z) one first has to decide whether one wishes to confine to \z\ < 1 or \z\ < l/\/3. After that, N is fixed so that the desired accuracy is achieved with a minimum of computer time. In most cases a = 1 is preferable, m is chosen in such a way that the error in (19) has nearly the same order of magnitude as R^. Finally, kN and kD are chosen such that 6z45(z) has the same order of magnitude as p{"^ .
rN,m Table I The coefficients ay. and ß. of the representation (32) for N = 20, a = 1, m = 4, and j = 0, . . . , 9. Table n The coefficients aj1^ and ßj1^ of the representation (37) for N = 20, a = l, m = A, j = 0, ... , 10.
(0 .<!) This approximation compares very well with Southard's approximation [9] and [10, 18.13.67].
By differentiating all relevant formulas, one can derive very directly approximations and error estimates for derivatives of Weierstrass' if-function. We sketch this procedure for the first derivative. Putting (9) into (7) and differentiating, we have as an estimate for the error A-P-Q + z-P'-Q-z-P-Q' Q2 = _^+12z3.10 + 25z'+z'2+623.^). z3
(1-z6)3 Qi(z)
The coefficients of Px(z) = Sa!1)-z6' and Qx(z) = 2/3Í1) • z6/ can be computed easily using the coefficients a. and ß.. For N = 20, a = 1 and m = A they are given in Table II 
